
Prabhu Dayal Public School 

Holidays Homework (Summer Vacation) 2018 

Class- VI 

General Knowledge  

 

 

Q.1 Collect the top news headlines (pictures also if available) from the newspaper for 

20 days and paste them in your scrapbook. For each day, the headlines to be 

collected are: 

a. Two National News 

b. Two International News 

c. One Discovery or Invention  

d. One Sports News 

 

 

CLASS –VI    SUBJECT: COMPUTER SCIENCE 

 

Ques.1 Draw the following tools of  MS Powerpoint  : 

a) New 

b) Open 

c) Save 

d) Cut 

e) Copy 

f) Paste 

g) Undo 

a) Redo 

b) Font 

c) Font size 

d) Font color 

e) Highlight 

f) Bold 

g) Italics 

h) Underline 

i) Borders 

j) Left align 

k) Center align  

l) Right align 

m) Justify 



 

Ques.2 Paste some pictures related to computers and internet and arrange them properly 

to create a collage on an A4 sheets. 

Ques.3 Write an article on “Communication through computers”. 

Ques. 4 Revise the syllabus covered. 

Note :-Do the assignment neatly on sheets and arrange them in a folder. 

 

 
 



 
 

 

CLASS- VI 

ART and CRAFT 

1. Make a paper collage on A3 ivory sheet,using colored magazines(still objects or landscape,see page -76 

of Master stroke) 

  2. Make a photo frame ,using buttons of different colors and size.(Boarder size should be 10”X12”,see 

page-81 of Master stroke) 

 

 

Class- VI 

Social Science 

 

 

Note- Question no.1 and 2 are to be done and submitted in the same scrapbook.  

 

 

Q.1 Visit any historical place of your choice and write your experience. Also write the 

historical background of the place visited. The written information should be supported 



with the pictorial evidence of the visit.  Compile your work in a scrap book. (08-10 pages). 

To write your experience you can use the following heads: 

a. When did you visit the place? 

b. How did you plan your visit? 

c. Your observation about art and architecture, beauty of the place, etc.  

d. Difference between the images shown in books, on web and ground reality. 

e. How do people treat the places of historical importance? 

f. Your opinion about the importance of such places etc.. 

 

(Note- You can take a tour of many places and write your collective experience. The aim 

of this activity is to acquaint the child with historical background of place and provide 

him/her the space for free expressions.)  

 

Q.2 Learn and write the name of states and their capitals, of India. Label and locate the same 

on the political map of India. (to be done in the same scrapbook, used for question no.1) 

 

Q.3 Revise the covered syllabus for Periodic Written Test- I.  

SUBJECT - FRENCH 

CLASS VI 

• Revise Leçon – 0,1 and 2 for PWT 1. 

• Write 0-20 numbers in French and present it beautifully with pictures. (to be done in class work 

notebook) 

• Present 5 things for which France is known in the world. (to be done in class work notebook) 

 

CLASS VI 

SCIENCE 

• Collect pictures of people from internet, suffering from some deficiency diseases. 

Write the names and symptoms of the diseases. Give advice what they should 

include in their diet. 

• Give five e the substances having following characteristics: Malleability, 

Brittleness, Insolubility, Ductility and Volatility. 



• Make a list of changes both useful and harmful that are taking place around us. 

Support  your answers with reasons. 

• Explain the harm that can be caused by sitting in a wrong posture. Write about the 

correct posture while sitting. 

• List out the steps you would take to conserve water in your house. 

 

CLASS VI 

MATHS 

• Revise Syllabus of PWT-1 

• Make a chart showing difference & similarity between Indian & International System. 

• Solve test paper 2 of chapter 2 (whole numbers) of R.S Aggarwal in separate notebook. 

ENGLISH Holidays Homework 

Class VI 

Instructions: 

• Present the holiday homework in A4 sized ruled sheets and attach them in a folder.  

• Be neat, original and creative in your presentation.  

1. Write a paragraph on the person who inspires you the most. It could be anybody your 

parent, teacher, friend or a famous personality. Also paste his/ her picture. 

2. Do unseen Comprehension passage 1 and 2 in grammar book. 

3. Prepare a well-illustrated chart on : 

a. Kinds of Sentences   (R.no 1 -20) 

b. Kinds of Nouns   (R.no 21 onwards) 

4. Revise the syllabus covered so far. 

5. Read the newspaper daily and enhance your reading skills. 

 

 

 

 


